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Master’s Report 2006

Visitors from Vanderbilt University Tennessee, Chancellor Gordon
Gee, the Master Professor Runia and Professor Peter Cummings.

The College during the Commonwealth Games, offering
encouragement to the marathon participants, who passed
by during their race.

Dear friends,
Recently I was asked to give a short talk about ‘the
ideal and the reality of a residential college’ at our local
church in North Melbourne, Mark the Evangelist. The
task of preparing for it has made me once again focus
my mind on what a college is and what it stands for.
After all it is easy for us, daily immersed as we are
in our collegiate activities, to forget what a strange
institution we actually belong to. Where else can you
see more than 200 young people dressed in medieval
black gowns sitting at tables of 12 in a vast and lofty
hall as if it is the most normal thing in the world.
In February, as part of Orientation Week, I took it upon
myself to teach our new group of 112 students (a big
contingent this year) what these practices mean. We
live together and we eat together because we are
an academic residential community. After nearly five
years in the job, I am more than ever convinced that
this is an ideal worth striving for. Being part of a college
community is in my view the best way to study at the
University. This view is gaining ground at the University
too. There are concerns about the massive scale of
contemporary tertiary education. There are now nearly
three times as many students on campus as there
were when I was a student 35 years ago. Recently the
Deputy Vice-Chancellor Peter McPhee in his Menzies
Oration made the statement that a college is the best
place to be if you want a full university experience. That
was obviously music to our ears.
On the day that the Commonwealth Games marathon
ran past the College in March I received a visit from a
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high-level delegation from Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tennessee. It included a Wyvern, Peter
Cummings (High Table 1978), who is now a prominent
researcher at Vanderbilt. The Chancellor, Mr Gordon
Gee, who has been President of no less than five
American universities, told me that his university,
which is not short of money, is setting up a full-scale
collegiate system in the coming years. He was most
impressed by what we manage to do at our modest
institution here in Melbourne.
Looking back at the first semester as it has run so far,
I think there is every reason to agree with Professor
McPhee and Chancellor Gee about the value of
collegiate life. It has been a terrific year so far. A
number of visitors have remarked on how happy the
College seems. This is an indication of a healthy and
mature college culture, fostered by excellent student
leadership and the best efforts of our dedicated
College staff. College spirit was further enhanced by
some excellent sporting performances, notably in
the swimming and rowing. The two black tie dinners
at the beginning and end of the semester, were also
most enjoyable. You can read more about these events
elsewhere in this magazine.
The College cannot afford, however, to rest on its
laurels. At the present time the University of Melbourne
is in the throes of significant change. The new ViceChancellor, Professor Glyn Davis, has published a
strategic paper entitled Growing Esteem (the name
is based on the University’s motto), in which he
announces a radical restructuring of the relation

At the Commencement Dinner Justice Marcia Neave
and Lady Primrose Potter with Professor Richard Divall.

Mr Richard Morrison from the Trust Company of Australia presents
the TCA Scholarship to Shaun Moate at the Commencement
Dinner.

Commencement Dinner 2006
between foundational studies in the arts and sciences
at an undergraduate level and professional courses,
such as Law and Medicine, at a graduate or postgraduate level. What the consequences of this
change, both financially and organisationally, will be
remains to be seen. But there can be no doubt that the
demography and distribution of students will undergo
significant change.
If the College wishes still to have Law and Medicine
students in the future, it will need to attract more senior
students than it is now doing. It is most pleasing that
the University’s strategy interlocks very neatly with the
plans that the College has for its New Kernick buildings,
which will include not only improved academic facilities,
but also state-of-the-art residential quarters for senior
students. Preparing for change fits in well with our own
motto, which in this context we might translate as ‘we
keep on building ever onwards’.
Prof. David T. Runia
Master

Former Prime Minister Harold Holt (1927), Sir Ian Potter (1931)
and Sir Richard Eggleston (1926).

The Commencement Dinner marking the start of the
119th year of Queen’s College was held in Eakins Hall
on a beautiful summer evening on 1 March. Among
the guests present were Mr Richard Morrison, who
awarded the TCA Indigenous Scholarship for a second
year to Shaun Moate, and Mr Julian Stephens (Law
1969), who presented the first Stephens Entrance
Scholarship for Law students to fresher Bruce Hardy.
Special guest of the College was Honorary Fellow Lady
Potter, who also attended the Fellows’ dinner in May.
On 12 May 2006 the new biography of Lady Potter’s
late husband, Sir Ian Potter by Peter Yule was launched
in The Ian Potter Centre at Federation Square by
Geoffrey Blainey (Arts 1949). Sir Ian was an intensely
private person and not much is known about his early
years. It is generally assumed that he came from a
privileged background, but the biography shows that
this was certainly not the case. He was a self-made
man, and his residence at Queen’s in 1931 made a
significant contribution to the development of his
career. The book shows a blow-up of the College photo
of that year, where he is sitting in between Harold Holt,
who was Club president that year, and Richard (later
Sir Richard) Eggleston. The friendships proved valuable
many years later when Potter had to negotiate with the
Government in order to establish the Potter Foundation,
which has proved so beneficial to Education and the
Arts in Australia.
A copy of the book has been given to the College
archives by the author in recognition of the assistance
he received. It is highly recommended to all those
interested in the public history of Australian finance and
the personal history of a fascinating man.
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40th Anniversary Wyvern Dinner

The original Queen’s Inn organisers Robin Vague (1964), Graeme Harris (1964), Justice David Habersberger (1965) and
Dr Roger Douglas (1963). The same foursome enjoying this year’s Queen’s Inn Dinner from left to right Robin Vague,
Graeme Harris, Justice David Habersberger and Dr. Roger Douglas.

This year marks the 40th anniversary of the first dinner
organised by the Queen’s Inn, the Society of the Law
students of the College. The first dinner was held in
1966, with as guest speaker Sir Thomas Clyne, Justice
of the Federal Court, who had the distinction of living in
College longer than anyone else, except the first Master.
Since 1966 dinners have been organised most years,
with a highly impressive list of guest speakers, which
include Mr Gough Whitlam, Chief Justices Sir Garfield
Barwick and Marilyn Warren, Justices Richard
McGarvie, Michael Kirby, Sir Edward Woodward, and
many others.
This year it was decided to commemorate the first
dinner by inviting as guest speakers four of the
organisers of the first dinner, Dr Roger Douglas (Arts/
Law 1963), Mr Graeme Harris (Law 1964), Mr Robin
Vague (Arts/Law 1964) and Justice David Habersberger
(Arts/Law 1965).
The dinner was held in the JCR. Instead of giving
speeches, the guest speakers were asked to form a
panel and were interviewed by three Law students
now living at Queen’s, Lachlan Vallance (Law/Comm
2003), Renee Carr (Arts/Law 2005) and Melanie Young
(Law/Media & Comm 2005).
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It must be said that there was a marked tendency of
the panel to pass on the microphone, so that most
answers were given by Robin Vague on the far left
and Roger Douglas on the far right. Nevertheless the
answers were not only informative, but often quite
amusing. Students were very interested to note the
presence of Mr Ian Bentley Still (Law 1962) and
some questions were asked about the origins of the
goat tradition at Queen’s. It was a particular joy that
Dr Owen Parnaby, the fourth Master, was able to be
present. He vividly remembered attending the first
dinner forty years ago.
All present agreed that it had been a most enjoyable
and memorable evening. The question-and-answer
formula was so successful that it was suggested that
it be used again in the future, and not only when we
celebrate the 80th dinner and the organisers of this
year’s event will be interviewed by the students of
2046.

At the Ball the Vice Master Phillip Mosely with Jane Kerr,
Beth Altson, Sam Adams and Evan Thomson.

Debating: from left to right Strate, Anderson, Funk, Hirst, Coghlan, Hardy.

Oratory Prize and High Table v.
Club Debate

The Master presents the New Wyvern Medal to five time winners
Gareth Jelenich and Ben Strate.

New Wyvern Medal
At the recent Fellows’ Dinner a new
batch of Wyvern medals were
awarded to those students who
have won university prizes or
obtained a first-class honour
average for Semester II, 2005.
Last year the supply of medals
ran out, and it was decided at the
AGM of the Wyvern Society in
February that a new batch would
be struck. President of Council, John
Castles AM, suggested that the words
The University of Melbourne be added to
the obverse of the medal to emphasise our connection
with the University. This made it necessary to update
the design of the medal, which has been carried out
by Winning Edge. The medal will now be awarded in
an attractive green and gold case, which will match the
rugby jumpers of the students very nicely.
Among the dwindling supply of medals three further
engraved medals were found which were never collected
by their intended recipients. If Gary McLaren and Greg
Lampard would still like to receive their medals, please
get in touch with the College.

A highlight of the Willie Quick Club programme in
first semester is the competition for the Sir Douglas
Menzies Oratory Prize. There was a lot of interest
this year, with the maximum number of participants
of six taking part. Judges were Richard Kendall
QC (who gave a vivid portrait of the donator of the
prize), Management and Marketing tutor Shelley
Domberger, and the Master. The prize was carried
off by third-year Dentistry student Harry Mohan,
who gave a witty and fluent speech on the subject of
“Experience is a waste of time.”
A week later the debating contest was held between
the High Table and the Student Club, another event
whose origin has been lost in the mists of time. The
SCR fielded a young and enthusiastic team consisting
of Ben Strate (of Wheel of Fortune fame), Celia
Anderson and Charles Funk. Their task was to defend
the proposition that “Australia should become the 51st
state of the United States of America.” The Student
Club team, who were hot favourites to retain the shield,
consisted of Kate Coghlan, Geoffrey Hirst and Bruce
Hardy. The taxing role of Judge was fulfilled by Tamzin
Byrne (Arts/Science 2003), who came back to the
College for the occasion. To the surprise of some she
declared the SCR team to be the winner on the night.
The Student Club has the chance to take their
revenge by retaining the shield for the SCR versus
Club quiz, which is held annually in May. It is hosted
by Kevan Carroll, President of the Melbourne
University Cricket Club. Last year in an upset win
the Club wrestled the shield back from the SCR for
the first time in some years. The SCR is very keen
to have the shield back in its usual place on the
sideboard on the Senior Common Room.
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Monday Evening Programme

Once again first semester has seen a busy programme
of talks, soirees and concerts on Monday evening
after dinner. One highlight was the visit of the German
Consul-General, Herr Thomas Kessler, who gave a
well-attended talk on ‘The place of Germany in the
future of Europe’.
Another highlight was the mother-daughter
combination of Professor Jaynie Anderson and Alicia
Pau. Jaynie, who became a Fellow of the College last
year, gave an illustrated lecture on the exhibition on
16th century Venetian painting that she is helping to
mount in Washington later this year. Jaynie’s daughter
Alicia has been staying with her husband Maurizio
Carbone and their daughter Isabelle in the Scott
Terrace. Maurizio is doing an accelerated MBA course
at the Melbourne Business School. Before she moved
to Australia Alicia had an amazing career as Director of
Global Marketing Events for Bloomberg and another
big events firm. Her talk, entitled “Doing big events in
New York and London”, inspired some of our students
in thinking that events management might be an
interesting career option.
Jaynie is pictured here with her granddaughter who is
sitting in the well-used Frisian high chair in the Lodge.
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Monday evening presentee Professor Jaynie Anderson
with her granddaughter Isabelle.

Alicia Pau daughter of Professor Anderson and mother of Isabelle
who has been staying in the Scott Terraces with her husband
Maurizio Carbone while he completes an accelerated MBA at
the Melbourne Business School.

Queen’s Makes it Three in a Row!
The successful men’s first VIII comprising Cox Nicole Hirst, Stroke Nick Gilbert, 7. Tim Jarrold, 6. Guy Wilkinson, 5. Tom Crocker, 4.
Lachlan Vallance, 3. Blake Sawyer, 2. James Plunkett, Bow: Nick Hewitt, with their Coaches Nick Inglis and Karl Mathiesen.

After fantastic wins by the first and second men’s
crews in 2004 and 2005, the Queen’s College Boat
Club was excited by the possibility of wining the
Intercollegiate Regatta three years in a row. Land
training began in the second week of the semester this
year and from the outset there was a great amount
of interest shown by a large number of residents.
Some great internal competition for seats in boats was
established due to the numbers of people wanting to
row for Queen’s, which helped to push the program
forward. Unfortunately there were people that missed
out on a seat in a boat and this illustrated the depth of
talent we were lucky enough to have in both our men’s
and women’s squads this year.
After weeks of ergo training, circuits and stair running
the rowers were itching to get out on the water. Three
weeks of intense “on water” training followed with
all crews training extremely hard, motivated by the
thought of the possibility of wining three years in a row,
a feat that Queen’s last achieved in the 1920s.
By the time rowing day arrived Queen’s was buzzing
with excitement and anticipation. Queeners, Wyverns
and parents lined the river bank and it was very clear
the Queen’s had the most support by far.

qualifying for the A finals of their respective divisions.
The women certainly gave the supporters something
to cheer about with the seconds girls finishing third
and the first girls finishing second. The river bank
erupted when the men’s seconds crossed the finish
line, wining their division for the third year in a row with
an impressive race against Newman and UC. In the
men’s firsts division the Newman College crew had
been commonly thought of as the crew to beat on the
day, however, the Queen’s boys were confident that
they had what it took to win the race. Queen’s got off
to a flying start gaining a half length advantage in the
first 500 metres. Newman was unable to respond to
the efforts of the Queen’s boys and as a result the
margin continued to push out further. A massive cheer
met the crew when they finally crossed the finish line
with a huge margin of clear water between them and
Newman. The double hat trick was complete!
Thanks must go to everyone who came down to the
river on the day of the race. Your support was very
much appreciated.
Guy Wilkinson
QCBC President 2006

After seeing all the fantastic support the QCBC rowers
set out to put on an awesome spectacle and did not
disappoint with all four crews winning their heats and
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Swimming Report 2006

Members of the successful swimming team.
Front Row: Maasa Yamashita, Courtney Ford (Joint Captains).
Back Row: Steph Smith, Dean Little, Alana Andrews, Nick Hewitt,
Renee Carr, Tom Fifield, Sarah Hill, Tom Christie, Kathy Lenne,
Astrid Baker, Sally Jane.

A stellar performance by both the men and women in
the pool this year saw us take home the Overall Points
Trophy. We won the Men’s Overall Cup and came a
close second in the Women’s Cup, with our best team
in many years really tearing up the pool. There was a
very high standard of competition this year, with strong
Ormond and Newman teams meaning races were
exciting for the spectators.
Like last year, the support from Queen’s was
magnificent, with two full busloads of Queeners having
a BBQ down at Albert Park before the action began.
During the meet the Queen’s cheer squad easily
drowned out the other teams, and could sometimes
be heard even underwater (which was inspiring for the
swimmers!).
Ultimately we won 11 from 18 races, with second
place in four more – a truly amazing effort. Our top
performers were Maasa Yamashita, myself, Brenton
Ford, Dean Little, and Tom Fifield, with valuable
support from 10 other Queeners.
The best thing about the night, however, was the
positive vibe at MSAC throughout the event. The
colleges had a vibrant but friendly rivalry, which really
made it a fun night to attend, and a brilliant one to
compete at.
Courtney Ford
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Entrance Scholarships 2006
Queen’s is proud to announce the
winners of this year’s scholarships
awarded to the many talented
young people who make up our
community. We are pleased also
to announce the creation of a new
scholarship in 2006, the Stephens
Entrance Scholarship for a Law
student.
This scholarship adds to the
Bruce Hardy is congratulated on receiving the inaugural Stephens
$140,000 already allocated by
Entrance Scholarship by the benefactor Mr Julian Stephens (Law 1969).
the College at the beginning of
each year. We thank Mr Julian Stephens (Law 1969) for his generous
support. Please contact the Master Professor David Runia if you are
interested in supporting students in this way.
Entrance Scholarships 2006
Una Porter (half fees)

Jacquie Fordham (Music)

Bendigo SSC

Ross Gales (Commerce)

Bright P12 College

Falkingham Foundation ($2500)

Kirsty Albion (Vet Science)

Elizabeth College TAS

James Foundation ($2500)

Catherine Smyth-McMullen (Law/Media&Comm)

Wesley College

Jamison Foundation ($2500)

Charmaine Yam (Medicine)

Pembroke School SA

Dunhill (Med) ($2000)

Helen Chan (Medicine)

MLC School NSW

Macartney (Arts) ($1500)

Scarlett Wang (Arts/Law)

Geelong Grammar

Hemmy (Science) ($1500)

Jessica Trainor (Science)

Ballarat & Clarendon

Latham (Commerce) ($1500)

Geoffrey Heard (Commerce/Sci)

The Geelong College

Max Hargreaves (Eng) ($1500)

Nathan Wright (Eng/Law)

Dulwich International College

Stephens (Law) ($2000)

Bruce Hardy (Arts/Law)

Brighton Grammar

SW

Steph Smith (Medicine)

The Geelong College

W

Leah Watts (Medicine)

Horsham College

NW

Sally Jane (Internat Studies RMIT)

Kerang Tech HS

NE

Stuart Moore (Arts/Law)

Goulburn Valley GS

SE

Rob Harrington (Eng-Biomed)

Warragul Regional Coll

Metro

Sally-Anne Richter (Vet Science)

PLC

Interstate

Alex Davies (Medicine)

Rockhampton Grammar QLD

Roberts (Wesley College) ($1000)

Charles Webster (Eng RMIT)

Wesley College

Smart (Geelong College) ($1000)

Lauren Prest (Media&Comm)

Geelong College

Gladys Chua (Music 2)

Tweddle

Sally Harris (Education Primary 3)

Tweddle

Jey Lau (Engineering 2)

Past Scholars

Kenneth Ng (Engineering 2)

Past Scholars

Nicholas Prindiville (Arts 2)

Master’s Scholarship

Brown Regional ($2000)

Continuation Scholarships 2006
Major Scholarships ($2150)
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Continued…
Minor Scholarships ($1375)

Phoebe Slonim (Science 2)

Johnstone-Need

Judy Chan (Architecture 3)

Johnstone-Need

Kim Clayton-Greene (Arts/Law 3)

Moran

Catherine Farrell (Arts 2)

Tweddle

David Niproski (Engineering 2)

Tweddle

Megan Bainbridge (Commerce 2)

Woodward

Amy Rathjen (Physiotherapy 2)

Lilford

Anthony Trainor (Engineering 3)

Langton

Anne Veinberg (Music 3)

Master’s Scholarship

Daniel Verspuy (Monash Pharmacy 2)

Johnstone-Need

Special Scholarships 2006
TCA Indigenous (full fees)

Shaun Moate (Commerce 2)

Fellows’ Scholarship for academic
excellence ($2500)

Kate Smith (Arts/Science 2)

Fellows’ Scholarship for potential in
leadership and service ($2500)

Edward Smelt (Engineering 3)

Rex Johnson prize ($1500)

Courtney Ford (Arts/Law 3)

Fourth year scholarships ($2250)

Ben Strate (Science/Law 4)
Gareth Jelenich (Arts/Engineering 4)

Hurley Medical Scholarship ($2000)

Shaun Brown (Medicine Final year)

Philips Scholar for Japanese studies
(Clarke-Lapthorne residence)

Julia Madden (Honours Arts 4)

The University of Melbourne Scholarship Holders 2006
National

Rural

Kirsty Albion

Veterinary Science 1

Helen Chan

Medicine 1

Gareth Jelenich

Engineering/Arts 4

Kate Smith

Arts/Science 2

Catherine Smyth-MacMullen

Law/Media&Comm 1

Winnie Wing Kwan Wong

Commerce/Law 1

Courtney Ford

Arts/Law 2

Benjamin Strate

Science/Law 4

Medical Rural Bonded Scholarship

Jesse Zanker

Medicine 1

Faculty Access Scholarship

Jemma Bamford

Science 1

Faculty Merit Scholarship
Arts (Honours) Scholarship

Alex Bardell

Commerce 1

Robyn Bright

Commerce 1

Alexandra Gower

Arts 3

Robert Harrington

Engineering 1

Susan Joyce

Arts/Commerce 2

David Niproski

Engineering/Science 2

Amy Rathjen

Physiotherapy 2

Phoebe Slonim

Science 2

James Stewart

Architecture 1

Jessica Trainor

Science 1

Gladys Chua

Music/Commerce 2

Anne Veinberg

Music 3

Julia Madden

Arts Honours
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MADs Revue 2006
Two of our most talented musicians, Gladys Chua
and Jacquie Fordham (piano and clarinet respectively)
performed “City Scape” before Sze Ching Lee danced
gracefully in the beautiful “Peacock Dance”.
Ben Strate and Paul Treasure kept the crowd laughing
with the comedic “Violet Dreams”, before the ship
docked to refill the crowd’s wine glasses and provide
them with some nibbles.
Bec Martin singing “We Belong Together”, accompanied by
a talented quartet of guitarists – Dan Stiffler, Cam Hooke,
Brent Ford, and Dean Little.

It wasn’t long before the second act set sail with two
big band numbers; Jonty Hoevenaars leading “Let Me
Entertain You” and Bec Martin’s magical voice singing
to “Shake Your Tail Feather”.
Again the crowd roared with laughter as Jesse Zanker
and Duncan Byrne performed “Take Me Out”, before
one man and his guitar sat centre stage under the spot
light - Tom Crocker’s “Cannonball” was performed to
perfection showing the musical genius he really is.
The next act was a hit with the crowd as Emma
O’Connell, Anne Veinberg, Robyn Bright, Jayne Duffy,
Sally Harris, Neiraja Gnaneswaran, Jacqui Lloyd, and
choreographer Leah Landau jumped and pranced all
over the stage.

Emma O’Connell, Anne Veinberg, Robyn Bright, Jayne Duffy,
Sally Harris, Neiraja Gnaneswaran, Jacqui Lloyd, and
choreographer Leah Landau.

The Revue was performed on two nights this year, Friday
19 May and Sunday 21 May. It is a black tie event, but
still has a very relaxed feel to the night. The night is full
of acts from solos to large bands, from dancing girls
to barbershop quartets. The quality mix of the night is
testament to the variety of talent in Queen’s thiss year.
The Revue took on a Cruise Ship theme this year,
and Ben Landau was superb as its captain. Waddling
onto stage with a glass of red in his hand, he
e set the
t
audience up with a few quick one liners. As all go
good
ships have, ours to
too had a safety procedure in
place,
n plac
demonstrated by our ffront of house crew.
Anupam “Bambi” Rao singing
The night kicked offf with
wi A
“Sway
Sway
ay With Me
Me” as
a the
e Big Band blasted away at their
eir
saxophones,
guitars and drums,
trumpets,
mpets,
ets,
s, trombones,
trombone
trombo
tromb
saxoph
before
efore Queen Benny
efor
Ben y an
and his
is D
Divine Velvet
lvet Jets, namely
sang
Bruce
ruce Hardy, Harry Mohan
Moha and Jon
n Hoevenaars
Hoeve
“Star Spangled Banner” a cappella,
app
appella,
p a, before
be
singing a
colourful
lourful version of “Uptown
“Uptow
wn
n Girl”.
G

Maasa Yamashita performed “October” on the piano
flawlessly, before Seb Brown, Ben Landau, Andrew
Smith, Dan Stiffler and Anupam Rao strutted their stuff
in their dance shoes as the last act of the night.
Special mention should go to Kylie Astall and her front
of house team, Katie Skillington as stage manager and
Hamish Guthrie and Charles Webster as backstage, and
Luke Graham as publicity head for the Revue.
Jon Hoevenaars assisted by Candace Buller were
exceptional organising the big band, and Leah Landau’s
choreographic genius was behind the fantastic dances.
Extra special thanks must go to Tom Fifield and
Kenneth Ng and their team for sound and lighting. They
put in hours on end setting up making sure the show
was going to look as good as it sounded.
The ideas for the show, the organisation, the running of
the show and all its glory can be attributed to one person,
Noni Wilson. Without her, the ship would have sunk.
Alister Boyd – Producer

Sze Ching Lee danced gracefully in the beautiful “Peacock Dance”.

Emma
The crowd
T
c wd was then
hen stunned
sttu ed by Emm
mm O’Connell as
she
he san
sang
ng “W
“Wade in tthe
e Wate
Water” with
ith Cam Ashcroft
acco
accompanying
compa
mpanying
mp
ying on
on the
t guitar.
guita The boys from
m Hawaii
Hawa
then came outt to perf
perform “Hotel California”
alifornia” with the
smooth ssounds
oun of Tom Crocker on the microphone
e an
aand
James King on lead guitar.
A real treat was hidden in the angelic sounds of
Bec Martin’s voice singing “We Belong Together”,
accompanied by a talented quartet of guitarists – Dan
Stiffler, Cam Hooke, Brent Ford, and Dean Little.
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Young Wyvern Functions
We are delighted to welcome Toby McMillan to the
committee of the Wyvern Society. Toby was at Queen’s
from 2001 to 2003, during which time he participated
in the Bulletin production, the swimming team, the
Cavalry, the Magoos Cricket and was a 2J resident.
We have also formed a Young Wyvern Functions SubCommittee. This sub-committee meets informally and
is responsible for organising functions for Wyverns who
have more recently left College. There will be a Young
Wyvern Pub Night held shortly (see details below), and
in early 2007 the sub-committee is looking to organise
a country race day.
We look forward to seeing many Young Wyverns at
these events and hope to encourage Young Wyverns to
stay actively involved with the broader Queen’s College
community.
We would love to hear your ideas and suggestions for
Young Wyvern functions – please email your thoughts
to wyverns@queens.unimelb.edu.au

The Arch Wyvern Sarah Angliss with new Wyvern Society member
Toby McMillan.

Young Wyvern Pub Night
When: Friday 4 August 2006
Where: The Order of Melbourne
Level 2/401 Swanston St, Melbourne

2000-2005 Reunion
Although they had not been gone
from College for that many years a
good number of students returned to
Queen’s for the 2000-2005 Reunion
held in the Junior Common Room.
Many expressed how pleased they
were to be back in their old College and
joined together for a late night cricket
game in the quad at the close of the
evening. Even at this early stage most
were working in very interesting jobs or
had just returned from travelling.

Enjoying themselves at the 2000-2005 Reunion
from left to right: Daria West, Mark Prowse,
Adrian Goonin, Ali Altson, Bernard Gates and
Edmund Kirby.
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50 Years and Beyond Luncheon
50 Years and Beyond Luncheon
with Guest Speaker Dr Merv Lincoln
In the lead up to the Commonwealth Games, Queen’s
hosted a very successful “50 Years and Beyond”
luncheon with former Commonwealth and Olympian
runner Dr Merv Lincoln as guest speaker. Dr Lincoln
attended Queen’s from 1951-1954. He obtained a
Bachelor of Commence and later went on to complete
an MBA and PhD. After his illustrious athletics career
had ended he went on to become an Academic in the
Melbourne Business School until 1984 when he retired
and established his own business “Stock Doctor” until
his retirement.

Guest speaker at the 50 Years and Beyond luncheon Dr Merv
Lincoln (1952) with on right Mr SEK Hume AM QC (1948) and
on left President of Council Mr John Castles AM (1966).

Dr Lincoln gave a very well researched fascinating
account of Australia’s role and many successes in
the Commonwealth Games as well as an account of
many highlights, particularly the duel between Roger
Bannister and John Landy during the Vancouver Games
in 1954. He also spoke of one of his many duels with
Herb Elliott in the 1958 Commonwealth Games, in the
one mile run, at which time he came second.
The occasion was a very happy one with many returning
to the College after a long absence. The College was
particularly pleased to welcome Dr Valerie Asche (1944)
who travelled from the Northern Territory to attend the
dinner. The College was also pleased to welcome the
children of former Master Dr Raynor Johnson, Mrs
Maureen Ashcroft and Les Johnson who reminisced
about their happy years growing up at the Lodge.

Enjoying themselves at the luncheon sister and brother Maureen
Ashcroft and Les Johnson, who as children of former Master Raynor
Johnson (1934) spoke of their happy times growing up at Queen’s.

Master Visits Richard Pestell
in Washington
As part of his trip to the East Coast of the United States
last November, where he attended the annual American
Academy of Religion / Society of Biblical Literature
conference in Philadelphia, the Master paid a visit to one
of our most successful Wyverns in that part of the world,
Dr Richard Pestell. When he got there he found that the
bookshelves in Richard’s office were almost all empty.
As it happened he was in his final days as Director of the
Lombardi Cancer Centre at Georgetown University in
Washington. He had just been appointed Director of the
Kimmel Cancer Centre at Thomas Jefferson University
in Philadelphia.
This new post will enable him to continue and expand
his research which aims to discover new therapies for
common cancers such as breast cancer in women and
prostate cancer in men, in addition to reducing sideeffects associated with current treatments such as
chemotherapy and radiation.
In a long and fascinating conversation over lunch he told
about his experiences in the Senior Common Room at
Queen’s and how he was able to attract a large number
of non-residential students. The same charisma is

The Master Professor Runia with Richard Pestell in Washington.

clearly at work on the other side of the world. Queen’s
can be very proud of its association with a scientist
who is at the cutting edge of current research that
has the potential to affect and improve the lives of
thousands of cancer patients.
In the conversation Richard also expressed a
willingness to spend some time in Melbourne, perhaps
as a visiting professor. It will be a joy to welcome him
back to Queen’s.
Prof. David T. Runia.
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A Match Made at Queen’s

With both the bride and groom coming from Adelaide
to study at Melbourne University and meeting at
Queen’s, the College was the emotional choice for
both Steve Coster (1997) and Keryn Hawthorne (1996)
as the location for their wedding in December 2005.
Melbourne turned on a beautiful summer’s day for
the wedding in the Queen’s Close, attended by their
respective families from Adelaide and many of their old
friends from College days. For Steve and Keryn who
both now live and work in Melbourne, Queen’s was
the obvious choice to celebrate their union after first
meeting and then growing up together at College.
Steve, who studied Architecture and completed his
Masters at Melbourne, now works for strategic design
consultants DEGW Steve’s role typically involves
working with clients in the development of briefs for
projects, by helping them to focus on objectives rather
than getting lost in detail, thus ensuring that the design
and spaces of buildings are best suited to the client’s
needs.
Steve who works with international and interstate
clients has been particularly helpful to Queen’s over
the last two years in this regard, helping the College to
develop the brief for the exciting redevelopment of the
old Kernick site, which will provide state of the art living
and learning facilities for our students.
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Steve Coster and Keryn Hawthorne pictured on their wedding day,
which was held in the Queen’s Close.

Keryn, who studied for a Bachelor of Science at
Melbourne, went on to complete a Bachelor of
Nutrition and Dietetics at Monash. After a stint
overseas at Middlesex Hospital, Keryn now works in a
very rewarding role as a Dietician at the Alfred Hospital
working with Cystic Fibrosis patients in the lead up
to lung transplantation and with cardiac patients post
open heart surgery.
Both Steve and Keryn are well on the road to success
in their careers and we wish them well together in their
life after Queen’s.
Wyverns wishing to enquire about a wedding at
Queen’s, either in the grounds or in the College Chapel,
please contact the Accommodation Manager Allison
Cowan on 9349 0752.

Stop Press! Steve has just been offered a job as
Senior Consultant with DEGW in Sydney, so he
and Keryn will be moving north in early July.

Two Special Lives Remembered…

Brothers Rupert Stinson (1994) and Finn Stinson (1992)
during one of their many fly fishing expeditions.

The lives of Finn and Rupert Stinson were celebrated
with a Memorial Day held at Mt Timbertop on
8 October 2005.
A number of Wyvern friends of Finn (1992) and
Rupert (1994) joined their parents, Lou and Bobby,
school friends and family to commemorate the first
anniversary of their deaths in a car accident in Canada
on 8 October 2004.

After leaving Queen’s, Finn and Rupert spent a lot of
time working and travelling overseas. Finn worked as a
fly fishing guide in Alaska, Argentina and Chile. He also
worked in New Zealand, where he established his own
business as a fly fishing guide on the South Island.
Rupert spent a number of years working in San
Francisco, as well as a season as a fly fishing guide with
Finn in Alaska. Both were held in high regard in the field.

The Memorial Day involved a walk to the top of Mt
Timbertop, a place very special to Finn and Rupert
following their time at Geelong Grammar’s Timbertop
campus, and a reflection of their great love of the
outdoors.

Many Wyverns visited Finn and Rupert whilst they
were overseas, and I am sure I speak for their Wyvern
friends in saying that it was a great privilege to have
known them – their zest for life was unmatched, and
they lived every day to the fullest.

Finn and Rupert were great friends to many, and
they live on in so many memories of time spent at
Queen’s – Monday nights at the Clyde, swot vac in the
library, long drives to 21st birthdays around the State,
the Queen’s Ball, reading newspapers in the JCR,
Valedictory Day, inter-floor volleyball and kick-to-kick in
the quad.

They are greatly missed by those who lived with them
during their time at Queen’s and are remembered with
much fondness.
Fiona Lawson (1993)
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Staff News…

Mr Bob Newman AO with the Master Professor Runia with the Cup Bob donated for the Inter Collegiate Rugby competition.

Honour for Wyvern
Queen’s was delighted to hear that Mr Bob Newman (1947) received a General Division of the Order of Australia
for services to Forestry.

Euan is farewelled by Club President Courtney Ford and
Treasurer Ed Smelt with the Master Professor Runia.

The new Manager of Finance and Administration Mr John Orr.

It is with regret that Queen’s farewelled Euan Gibson
who had worked as an accountant at Queen’s for
10 years. Euan was a popular person with staff and
students alike, always willing to help, with a kind and
gentle nature. Euan has taken a promotion to work at
Westbourne Grammar. All at Queen’s wish him well in
his new employment.

Queen’s welcomes the new Manager of Finance and
Administration Mr John Orr who brings to the role a
wealth of experience (and a kind heart) having worked
at Wesley where he was Manager of Budgeting and
Financial Planning. He also worked for a number of
years at Centrecare the welfare arm of the Catholic
Church and prior to that he was Business Manager for
nine years at St Margaret’s Berwick.
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